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TACTICAL

—

NUCLEAR

WEAPONS :

OSJSCTIVES

AND CONSTRAINTS

by
L

w. s. Bennett, R. P. Gard, and G. C. Reinbardt

ASSTRACT
Tactical nuclear weapons can provide a deterrent by offering the prospect of an effective military defense, in contrast to strategic weapons,
which deter by the threat of retaliation.
Tactical doctrine needs to recognize this distinction and could provide immediate improvements.
Longer term
technological evolution can also improve military effectiveness but needs
to be guided by a clear recognition of tactical objectives and constraints.
TM.s discussion ranges from safety end vulnerability through commend-control
to costs.

1.’ BACKGROUND
“The Fremewxk
icy

of Tactical

Nuclear

Weapons

Pol-

(u),” is a recent report by the Stanford Re-

search Institute,
fense Advanced

prepared

Research

under contract

Projects

Agency

spirit of competitiveness
differing

to the De-

and the Of-

emphasis

also feel that our collective
ons design and effects

fice of the Secretary of Defense (International Se1
SRI’s reviewof
U.S. (and NATO)

to provide

policy

tical nuclear

curity Affairs).

ter :

is epitomized

by the title of the first chap-

The Unresolved

Issue, whose

To anticipate
tiveness

“Amcng the unfinished tasks for the seventies
$isted in his 1973 Foreign
President Nixon
Policy message (is the question):
‘When, in
what way, and for what objective should we use
tactical nuclear weapons?’
In somewhat different words, the same question was posed in the
President’s first State of the World Report
three years earlier.
As his question suggests,
there are still a number of unresolved issues
relating to tactical nuclear weapons.
It is
therefore difficult, if not impossible, to identify the current U.S. policy for tactical nuclear weapons.”
The AEC supporte
to foster deliberate
to new weapons

design

laboratories

in their approaches

In view of the current

confusion--on

for tactical

it is appropriate
problem

competition

problems.

tense interest--and
quirements

two weapon

the roles and re-

nuclear weapons,

to identify

in-

we believe

those aspects

on which we find agreement.

of the

We retain

our

understanding

input to the decision

weapons

Mxt we

gives us a certain

choose the best course

first paragraph

says:

and will tend to place

on some of the issues.

makers

for our nation

of weapcompetence

who must

regarding

tac-

and policy.

the section

and collateral

on “military

effeC-

damage,’’--a confession

remains:

effectiveness is an awkward criterion
while there is still debate on the objectives
of tactical nuclear warfare. ..

Military

yet there —
are objectives,
feet the whole problem

and constraints,

that af-

and on which we agree.

hope is that this discussion

will help reduce

of the confusion

“the unresolved

II.

surrounding

Our
some
issue.”

INTRODUCTION
The renewed

nuclear

warfare

that the United

interest
probably

stems from a recognition

superiority

SALT I agreements

useful mar-

it once possessed.

are the formal recognition

and call attention

the old philosophy
Kissingerqs

of tactical

States has lost whetever

gin of strategic

clear parity

in the subject

of massive

of nu-

to inadequacies

retaliation.

The

in

In Dr.

Words:z

1

u
...to the extent that neither si%e is building
a territorial defense, it is, of course, vulnerable, and to the extent that neither side
can destroy the retaliatory force of its opponent enough to prevent a counterattack on its
Pqulation,
it remains vulnerable.
I!The ~Plj.cations
of this are what theY have

present

always been over the last 5 years, because both
sides are now vulnerable to each other and,
therefore, the simplistic notions of the early
1960’s which measured deterrence by the amount
of civilian carnage that could be inflicted by
one side on the other were always wrong; hence,
to consider the mass use of nuclear weapons in
terms of the destruction of civilian populations, one faces a political, not to speak of a
moral, impossibility.

Tactical

#8But this has been a fact, now, fOr 5 or 6
years.”
By contrast,

tactical

nuclear weapons

a more limited capability,
force function.

Thus, the tactical

be on inwllnersbility,
bility,

rather

not vulnerability;

than the incredibility

Thi8 assertion
tical and strategic

objectives

issue and is not accepted

The matter

of overriding

escalate

to a strategic

Until

instead of desirable
nuclear

will inevitably
It is essential

instead of making

it “inevi-

fears will remain

that

is detrimental;

read-

will be viewed as dangeroue

in the context

of battlefield

force.

Everyone

weapons merely

relying

threat of civilian

completely

carnage,

K.i.esinger’s judgment

tactical

nuclear

on the deterrent

in direct

contrast

To satisfy

forces this way, those forces

and ineffective.

If the weapons

ries can infer no useful guidance

ever

by itself--

warheads

for the develop-

from such implied

2

reveals

between

strategic

the fundamental

and tactical

dilemma

are working

ac-

on technolog-

to this challenge.

decisions

concern

are the doctriml

that must be faced within

and

existing

In many cases the technological

ap-

may take some time, or, more importantly,

icy issues have been resolved.
doctrinal

solutions

solutions,

~1-

In this sense, the

might be regarded

leaving the technological

as short-term
chan~es

for the

longer term.
of this report we have chosen to

group these constraints
Safety,

(4) Military

damage,

(5)

mutually

effectiveness

exhaust

exclusive,

and

problems

interactions

it is the primary

laboratories

to investigate

This discussion
WAIXl Europe because
rent debates.
theaters

of nuclear

technological

of our

means of

but we muld

in our duty if we neglected
of political

acceptability.

that theater dominates

Extension

has been made to examine

be

either doctrinal

is in terms of the problems

of the discussion

is valid in most instances,

the

yet to imply it.

responsibility

effectiveness,

issues or the question

The

of the conflic-

and development

explosives,”

derelict

singly,

in WATO are precisely

to avoid escalation,

military

sur-

in WATO comes

of these factors:

among them in the context

with “the design

achieving

se-

from each other.

of our nuclear posture

ting objectives

nor are they

to deal with these factors

due to the mutual

These

Costs.

Much of the confusion

as if they could be isolated

Charged

(6)

the subject,

the issue of nuclear weapons

from an attempt

and

and collateral

but they do form a logical

for discussion.

rounding

(1)

(3) Command,control,

capability,

Oual

six topics neither

quence

Into six major areas:

(z’)vulnerability,

release,

III.

This distinction

can-

Syst-s.

in terms that are politically

Of more immediate

constraints.

thouqh

considerations,

of

the curto other

but no attempt

that extension

in this report.

objec-

tives.

objectives

ical approaches

effective-

which,

and weapons must be mili-

The laboratories

ceptable.

nuclear

in the design of weapons
doctrine

tarily effective

should

We feel that our laborato-

escalator.

ment of “better”

to

those who view

are used, that use should be ineffective
therefore:

nuclear

that this threat is a political

impossibility.

be vulnerable

to the strategic

as a link to mske that escalation

more automatic,

and moral

nuclear

relations
must fear escalation

Yet some still regard

holocaust.

tactical

in many circles.

be evolved

effectiveness

iness or responsiveness

to the

(objectives)

this is done,

too much military

from other-than-military

In the balance
tac-

is the fear that

holocaust.

of operations

that deter escalation,
table.”

concern

use of nuclear weapons

that concepts

on credi-

is fundamental

unresolved

any tactical

should

between

issuee pose constraints

not be disregarded

policy

of our tactical

arming

our concern must be with military

arising

of use.

of the differences

and

will never be funded until after the doctrinal

counter-

emphasis

forces:

ness, but other

proaches

represent

serving a purely

stxucture

in the

SAFETY
A high degree of assurance

nuclear

detonation

is required

againat

an accidental

for all nuclear

weapons.

I

Apart

from the potential

a nuclear

accident

vulnerable

of all forward-based

weapons.

nerability

U.S. nuclear

getting

abilities

on fire

a high degree of protection

an unwanted

high confidence

such as interrupts

esplosion.

of an accident

xt

tactical

against

even extremely

about extremely

statements

fortunately,

by the public.

Thus designers

ing concepts

which preclude

a nuclear yield

un-

seriously

nuclear

nuclear

is delayed.
sufficiently
preemptive

material

that separate

are attractive

the idea of fielding

the SE from the nuclear

in some applications,

only manufactured

is, even if the RE detonates,
sults unless
forehand).
assmbly

some positive
Mechanical

duds

no nuclear

devices,

constrained.

Designs

since final assembly

round is actually
tended use.

completed

mares and Thule,

have peace-

on complex,

dilutes

ie certainly

emphasis.

sites, increasing
moving

acceptability,

Reliance

reduced

So safety is an important

Undue em-

problems,

make adop-

political
Moving

dynamite,

our weawne

or out of the theater,
of our obligations

on Polaris/Poseidon

or even Minute-

as a way to attack

but such use pses

and is liable

to

battle-

many operational

to be regarded

as escalator.

procedures
critical

in operations

requisite

field targets,

po-

Predelegation

unattractive.

in the theater

Consid-

of real estate,

safety and control

tion of these measures

NATO .

the number of

the weapons.

of cost, availability

is seen by many as a denial

Military

to handle unsafe ordnance

fectiveness.

storage

sites, and continually

considerations

of the few really

that do warrant

is neceseary

hardening

and in the U.S.

inspection-generated

the importance

tiveness

vulnerability:

back, either

itself rather than procedure-dependent.

procedures

There are many ways tn decrease

both in Europe

design

in

an “attractive

in the separa-

in the warhead

dis-

we must worry,

that we are maintaining

man has been suggested

Safety must be inherent

a

depleting

nuisance. ”

suggestion .-ah

designs

could execute

of MRSMS or aircraft-deliv-

is a recurrent

all-oralloy

and

if release

our plans for warttie

and use of these weapons,

litical

where possible.

phasis

Whatever

acci-

contamination

defense.

takes place,

them without

yield, as in Palo-

there is added value

to consider

inventory

erations

of the nuclear

significant”

any nuclear

Plutonium

ble designs.

make it relevant

that sep-

only at the time of in-

Since a “politically

dent need not involve

and

initial

must expend men-

or destruction

low that the Soviets

ered weapons.

proper

when weight

to enemy

The total number of all NATO sites is

strike against

peacetime,

of our

sites, plan forward

in case release

evacuation

their current

persal

yield re-

which prevent

arate the HE and the nuclear materials
time appeal,

(that

action has been taken be-

of the pit, have advantages

volume are severely

as is

those forward

deployment

nators, or even after accidental

Designs

for NATO defenses

power to protect

plan for weapon

detonation.

the credibility

if we fail in a conventional

fire signal is “accidentally*’ applied to the deto-

This vul-

strike.

deterrent.

Those responsible

if a

(HE)

degrades

in NA’KI is

sites are also vulnerable

are seak-

high asplosive

and Soviet capabilities,

that our stockpile

to a Soviet preemptive

Our forward
overrun

low prob-

are poorly understood,

vulnerability,

lead us to conclude

for the witMrawal

sets, contribute

J

individual

result in at least great pressure

Safety interlocks,

T

loss of life and property,

in any part of the world wuld

v.

effec-

where

it

of any kind.

for military

ef-

On the other hand, safety must be a-

COMMAND, CONTROL,

If the credibility

of a forward

defense

is to rest on the early uee of tactical
wea~ns,

then timely releaee

ia essential.
dominant

factor driving

deployment

r=wiraents

trol of nuclear

and control
weapons

hth

weapons

use has been a

our tactical

and release

for NATO

nuclear

of appropriate

Fear of unauthorized

chieved in ways that do not unduly pemli.ze military
for readiness and reliability.

AND RELEASE

nuclear

procedures.

has deep political

Con-

roots

●

which

Iv.

J

WLNERASILITY
The United

Statee has around

NATO stored in a relatively
manent

storage

impmes

ability

sites.

7000 weapons

limited

in

number of per-

This Wu.1.ted number of stor-

age sites, coupled with readily

real constraints

on their rapid avail-

and hence on their military

The spectre of unauthorized

effectiveness.

use of nuclear

war-

heads, or loss of control

over them, can be suma-

rized under the following

headings:

known locations,

3

1)

Unauthorized

by friendly
2)

(or premature)

military

use

work will continue

forces.

control

LOss of weapons

to unfriendly

military

rapid release

forces.

doctrinal

3)

Capture

or dissidents

(of even one weapon)

resulting

aganda attacks,

These concerns

weapons

blackmail

threats.

about unauthorized

uss

military

is perhaps

for

VI.

Union would be a tactical
or strategic

military

information

rials muld

be of relatively

tactical

and/or

uee.

In

by the Soviet

loss, but not a
The loss of crit-

disaster.

ical design

forces,

of lesser con-

the capture of a few weapons

special nuclear

little importance

thorized

use or sabctage.

result of,concepts
nuclear weapons
were extremely
both military
shrouded

against

unau-

Nuclear

and civilian

in secrecy.

of

This has given rise to a num-

of State have been well aware

of the aweeome psychology
justifiably
calation.
use.

concerned

This reinforces

Peacetime

liability
special
~wer

requirements

escort procedures

clearances

technology,

egories of electronic

when

personnel

re-

with

all impose heavy man-

in a period when manpower

come to be the major portion
Control

Is an awkward

criterion

still debate on the objectives

is

These objectives

tical nuclear warfare.
viously

dealt with in recent -Y

guidance

published

costs have

of our defense

specifically

PAL devices,

budget.

the newer cat-

will ameliorate

of tac-

are mere ob-

guidance

than in

for Air Force and Navy.

Army pol-

icy, interpreted

from the NOC II study and the DCSOPS

synthesis

is that the objective

nuclear

paper,

then becomes

resolute

of tactical

If conflict

forces is deterrence.

conflict

termination.

for battlefield

deterrence

from the capability

opponent

must be expected

does start,

can

to defend.

A

to see through

a

bluff .

vilian ppulace

damage

inconsistency

about the credibility
If our current

of our tactical

effects

ties and damage.

ina-

serious doubt

deterrent.

were used without

civilian

delayed

The importance

and of secondary

(fall-

but could be

of long-term

effects,

radi-

like the de-

livestock,

but not negligible

concould

casual-

effects

are less predictable,

of crops, cropland,

nmre uncertain,

de-

destroy-

from these weapons

Short-term

even more severe.

friendly,
of such

without

raises

cause a vast amount of collateral

struction

whether

The perceived

weapons

stockpile

the prompt

ation damage

to the ci-

in the current

of the alliance.

to use our tactical

straint,

damage

For NATO, the prospect

is a prime

fensive posture
bility

is unwanted

and infrastructure,

neutral, or enemy.

out and rainout)

for the physical

PAL* code management,

security

as

on consultation

programs, ’and the use of personnel

burdens

of es-

the fear of unauthorized

of storage areas,

moving weapons,

and

use has many problems,

in recent NATO emphasis

procedures.
security

of nuclear wea~ns,

abcut the possibilities

Even “authorized”

reflected

effectiveness

there

ing what we are trying to defend
Chiefs

✌

Military

damage
and

authorities,

ber of problems.
Successive

●

decisions.

DAMAGE

Collateral
of

weapons

rare then, new to the thinking
planners

doctrinal

AND COLLATESAL

the objective

the deployment

twenty years ago.

alone

EFFECTIVENESS

Thus, the capability

Many of these are the

that governed

community

MILITARY

in a

complex procedures

in an effort to protect

but

too--imposing

Too often it is just an expensive

never be separated

Over the years increasingly

is insured;

on the technological

mate-

nuclear war.

have evolved

of selected weapons

will not suffice.

States as it is for weapons

to unfriendly

so that safe but

use are not

cern than the other types of unauthorized

political

rqiraments

while

of weapons

systems

concepts must be considered

way to avoid difficult

overseas.

at least in NATO Europe,

combat,

prop-

The laet item is as important

in the United

deployed

in use of the warhead,

or possible

NATO-specific.

by terrorists

for some time to come to improve

and communication

is even

and certainly

wor-

risome to Europeans.
Past estimates
ularly civilian

of the collateral

casualties)

of nuclear weapons

resulting

in the defense

from “the unresolved

issue:”

damage

(partic-

from the use

..

of NATO suffered

the lack of an answer
b

the problem

to

are integrated
cussed .

large extent,

especially

with the safety concepts

The subject

*Permissive
4

a

Action

when they

already

is so rich in interest

Link

that

dis-

to the question,
use tactical

“... for what objective

If the objective

nuclear weapons?”

indeed early war termination,
then it is important

should we

without

to estimate

is

escalation,

collateral

damage

relative

to that which

conventional-only

compass a far greater
Near-term

could result

defense

gee-political

solutione

stockpile

a 9reSt deal mre

pressing

new warheads

what can be done

than, long-term

and delivery

since it is our forward
ly to acquire
Nuclear

are as important

nology may offer some long-te~

en-

arena.

addressing

with the current

reqUiKin9

from a prolonged’

that would presumably

as, and
solutions
Tech-

systems.

solutions~

weapons

ons, so improved
requires

basically

guidance

decisions

to emphasize

(PGNs) versus

unwarranted

Any suggested

with both types of ordnance.

solutions

must be severely

As already

suggested,

military

many of our current

trinal practices

are a heritage

a Periti

limited

of veq

high-yield

weapons;

Adopted

eral damage

ing practices

the pstential

the selection

smaller yields by emphasizing

such things

tremely

criteria,

on attacking
reliance

or threat.

the avoidance
mitted

regardless

then radiation

as:

of populated

and over-

Studies

indicate

factory military
potential

in to-

that much of the current
could achieve

signment procedures

damage

if appropriate

were used.

niques offer an effective

Offset

aiming

apply to problems

regarding

troop safety and would make more effective
port pssible.

This seems particularly

as-

close

damage.

our own
close

sup-

important

●We will abide by the following definitions, from
JCS Pub 1 (“Dictionary of United States Military
for Joint Usage,” The Joint Chiefs of Staff,
‘l?erms
Auqust 1, 1968):

proposals

relating

less than 1 kt
1 kt to 10 kt
OVW
10 kt to 50 kt
OVSr
50 kt to 500 kt
over 500 kt

by the field

to shape doctrine

in

of tactical

has been made

yields

extends

pendent

and weapons

piled could emphasize

available

Enhanced
achieve

re-

spectrum
start-

The upper limit deand the locale and scope

with which

targets

weapons

which

the necessity

radiation

can be

The limitation

devices,

kill at greater

But the requirement

on

can be stockfor flexibility,

or selectable-effect

useful--depending

radiation

“yield.”

through

The potential

delivered.

so that selectable-yield
become

A va-

the lower limit is really de-

on the accuracy

located,

of bcth

damage.

over a wide range,

criteria

while

have many

to the problems

and collateral

weap-

on the objectives.
for example,
ranges

can

with lower

for such a capability

will not be real unless the utility of radiation
,!.fieldl~
alone is 10.Sing its ‘elekill is accepted.
vance as a measure

of weapon

more to the point

to specify

various

effects

are desired

characteristics;
the ranges

nology offers

a technological

seriousness
dollar
fission

of these effects

costs involved

Clean design
solution

or whether

tech-

to the rain-

An evaluation

of the

and the operational

will determine

to fusion ratio warheads

quirement,

it is

at which

or not desired--and

these are still open questions.

out and fallout questions.
very low yield
low yield
medium yield
high yield
very high yield

and

damage.

effectiveness

OnrY ~Y

tech-

way to engage targets

areas and still avoid collateral

Such techniques

stocksatis-

weapon

effectiveness

For the longer term, the laboratories
technical

of the battle,

for

effects with a great reduction.in

collateral

to populated

for military

damage may or may not conflict

the number of tactical

(very low and low yields)*

to achiev-

this must be determined

pends on targeting

day’s doctrine.

pile

even for area

with low yields.

ing with a few tens of tons.

target de-

is lacking

effects

is

can be used

Indeed,

search and testing programs.

areas, when this is per-

situation,

precisionwarheads

can contribute

But it is important

commander.

riety of yields

ex-

a clear method

military

with each other;

military

of

of target type, mission,

Similarly,

by the military

target-

insistence

a target with only one weapon,

on blast rather

feat criteria
posture,

assurance

accuracy

to avoid collateral

for collat-

yet present

ing required

munitions
.
targets

such a way that it does not make it more difficult

of

have now become part of

with yield,

delivery

The requirements

in nuclear

nuclear

since precision-guidance

for low collateral

and

to the problems

tend to preclude

high damage

docera:

of medium

U.S. superiority

For example,
increases

targets,

of use only in a gener-

as solutions

that era, these practices
the problem.

from a bygone

stockpiles

concepts

al war; and unquestioned
weapons.

tested to

effectiveness.

weap-

ratker than nonnuclear

the short term the emphasis must be on dootrine.

be sure they do not degrade

are area-coverage

of conventional

But the tendency

weapons.

that are most like-

as to what types of point

should be h.tt with nuclear

guidsd-munitions

but for

elements

targets.

whether

low

are an urgent

they can be introduced

and

re-

into

5

the stockpile

warheads

as part of the normal

will probably

stockpile.

dominate

our tactical

or because

The potential

for increased
collateral

military

trine in order to better
in the current

utilize

new ideae in nuclear

In

to change doc-

weapons

effects

in-

in the long term

technology

None of the technological

ful .

effective-

damage does exist.

stockpile;

Cost, a topic of paramount
political

visibility,

consideration

cision

nuclear materials

is a cure-

Certainly

this has affected

techmical

But it also implies
relative

These tradeoffs
DUAL CAPABILITY

just because

tent dual-capable
forces capable

the Army and the tactical

handling

forces and to some ax-

weapons.

The first term meane

of employing

nuclear warheads;

either conventional

the latter, weapons

either nuclear

or nonnuclear

The cost of dual capable

end in development
The optimum

Since logistic

be advieable

probable

formation

revised

to a less-dense

rates,

and msneu-

organization

might

A lower troop

in a nuclear

situation,

thus

from a conventional

nuclear

of dual capability

casualty

formation

which cauees

is one

eerious con-

cern.

power

Dual capable

and perhaps

even cost.

high acceleration
greater

systems offer obvious

~t

ad-

and flexibility,

the limttsd

of cannon projectiles

port a policy

will continue

limited

It is reported

to provide

crease

A further

deterrence,

weapons

in personnel

important

which ~uld

justification

for dual

and any

increaae

this

The outlook

for

a significant

in-

cost of SNM for a weapon

to the 10-yeer

is

life cycle costs,

the hard fact is that the supply of SNM is limited.
The cost of SNX4 is related

apply.

to the production

Thus, the dollar

do not

costs of SNM cannot be

traded off for other system costs.
to increase

JCS and AEC requests,

the restarting

cost,

lawa of supply and demand

of the times and the energy

and dual ca-

In the

is poor.

the dollar

small in comparison

for

in Europe.

system requiring

despite

are used to equip these

and maintenance

may not be feasible.

require

to sup-

that 22,000 men are

stockpiled

in the stockpile

While

that

Further,

future even this number may be prohibitive,

any new tactical

inan-

army indicate

(MBP’R talks, Mansfield-type

security

currently

nuclear

The increased

to increase.

smendmente) .

changes

policy

in Europe may be yet

more severely

rsquirepent

not

usually

of tactical

costs.

the number of men available

the weapons

con-

but also

with national

fraction

systems dollar

tors can be reopened

forcee have been justified

of graduated

pable close-support

costs involved

costs of an all-voluntary

size and

usage of nuclear material.

Dual, capable

forces.

weapon

in terms of versatility

highly controversial,

life cycle, manpower

the major

this fraction

crite-

energy programs.

but the marketplace

vantages
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become

Over a 10-year
represents

design

to making more SNM available.

of the dollar

end the nstionns

in

(SNM).

the need for tradeoff

of their interactions

required

conventional

of firepower

the need for rapid transition

aspect

doctrine.

for nuclear warfare.

is envisioned

is meas-

that for nuclear warfare.

importance
a

of

equipment,

to conduct

requirements,

ver will likely change,

density

because

weapons
or

munitions.

training,

of appropriate

organization

is not necessarily

and the relative

capable

forcee and weapons

ured in terms of organization,

warfare

nuclear war-

of the Air Force and the Navy have been re-

to have dual-capable

the de-

resultad

supply of special

siderations

quired

reactors

a limited

guidance.

heads into the stockpile,

or of research

For example,

costs alone.

to close down production

and doctrinal

branches

procurement

and high
than mere

could be uee-

proposals

of tactical

importance

is far more complex

of hardware

and development

ria.

Since the introduction

of all the.

COST

all, and none can, alone, remove the need for policy

VII .

nuclear warfare, but

pros and cons on this queetion.

VIII.

the short term there is an opportunity

several

of mil-

in tactical

there has never been a full assessment

appeal

in the label “clean weapcms.”

ness and decreased

herent

nuclear

of the political

stems from the need for both conventional

capability

and nuclear fires

fraction

This could come about for reasons

itary capability
inherent

(slow) evolution-

In the long run, low fission

ary change.

of production

Of course

the supply,

the political

crisis motivate

reacbut

temper
against

reactors.

It thus seems that even though manpower,
ware, and SNM costs can all be measured
these costs are not interchangeable.

hard-

in dollare,
Limitations

in manpower,hardware procurement
supply of SNM individually
on the procurement
clear weapons

end fielding

systems.

dollars,

pose different

of new tactical

No “preferred

accepted

until national

doctrine

are more rational

and the

strategy

of the appropriate

constraints

military

nu-

command

Fourth:

mix” will be

combine

and the supporting

tively.

to Congress.

nuclear

tactical
IX.

d

This report has presented
of six major

factors bearing

capability

of United

has become

apparent

discussed

a general

on the tactical

that these eix factors,

separately,

Thus,

technological

ments must be carefully

evaluated

related

spite their obvious

can increase

Third :

These
here, de-

simplicity.
nuclear weapons

in

effectiveness

unacceptable
escalation

levels
of the

Changes

in tactical

nuclear

capability

in the light of increasing

not only in dollars,

special nuclear

materials,

costs,

but also in msnand political

im-

pact.

or

of our tactical

not necessarily

acknowledge

expressed
represent

suggestions

at tith laboratories,

here are their own and do
the views of either

labor-
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as to encourage

end control

must make feasible

gratefully

from a great many colleagues
but the opinions

nucle-

strike.
Communications

The authors

must be

nuclear

detonation.

cannot be so vulnerable

end procedures

to engage

atory or of the AEC.

and from unintended

The disposition

a preemptive

as measured

in

the effec-

enough to be repeated

Our tactical

safe from accident

ar stockpile

military
causing

effec-

in terms of their

areas of opportunity

and doctrine

hnpcrtant

Second:

and

conflict.

power,

improve-

operations

necessary

damage or unwanted

sixth :

of NANI forces have been recognized.

high explosive

of collateral

without

must be evaluated

the others.

by political

Acla?owr5)GMENTs

which technology

First:

nuclear warfare,

although

impact.

are perhaps

If it becomes

It

or procedural

A number of challenging

tiveness

nuclear

are in fact so closely

in one will influence

suggested

discussion

St@ces forces in Europe.

that any change

overall

and conventional

must be achieved

SUWMARY

weapons

U.S. forces in Europe must be able to

Fifth:

T

nuclear
authority.

technology

the timely release
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